
START HERE 
FOR A RUN WITH A VIEW 
Skyline Trails
Get out on the trails and enjoy 
breathtaking views of the Trinity 
River and Downtown Dallas. It’s the 
perfect spot to work off dinner from 
Trinity Groves, just steps away from 
the trail’s main entry way.

FOR DESSERT 
Kate Weiser Chocolate
The hand painted and meticulously 
displayed chocolates have made 
Kate Weiser a BIG name in Dallas. 
The shop is airy and bright and a 
perfect complement to the unique 
chocolate treats. 

FOR LIVE MUSIC  
The Foundry and Chicken Scratch  
The restaurant and bar share a huge 
patio in West Dallas, complete with 
weekly live music. Fried chicken is 
the go-to dish here and the hearty 
portions will not disappoint. 
 
FOR A HEARTY BRUNCH 
Smoke
The restaurant’s retro vibe makes it 
a trendy brunch spot in West Dallas. 
Try the pulled whole hog to share 
with the table before indulging in a 
mezcal and key lime meringue pie. 

WEST DALLAS

WHY WE LOVE ...  
WEST DALLAS 

Trinity Groves
Come hungry and grab a seat on the patio 
outside the restaurant that beckons. In the 
mood for seafood? Grab fresh crab or lobster at 
Amberjax or sashimi at Sushi Bayashi. For fusion 
dishes, head to Chino Chinatown, a Chinese 
cuisine spot with a Latin American twist. Or go 
classic at Off Site Kitchen and enjoy a burger on 
the patio as you take on a friendly game of hoops. 

Sylvan Thirty
At the foot of the Belmont Hotel sits Sylvan 
Thirty, the latest destination in West Dallas with 
dining options to hit the spot for any taste. Grab 
a breakfast taco at Tacodeli or a bowl of noodles 
at TEN Ramen. Don’t leave without a stop at 
Whisk Crêpes Café for a dessert treat. 

Ronald Kirk Bridge 
Experience one of the best views of Dallas. With 
Downtown Dallas just ahead and the majestic 
Margaret Hunt Hill bridge above, the Ronald Kirk 
Bridge is perfect for an evening stroll, complete 
with a visit to one of the food trucks that make a 
daily stop to cater to the crowds. 

Foodie adventures are synonymous with this trendy destination thanks to the culinary ambitions that 
are found just west of Downtown. True to its passion, Trinity Groves is home to a restaurant incubator 
program that brings in new concepts twice a year. And once you head further down Singleton 
Boulevard, you’ll find more foodie experiences to relish, all with a gorgeous view of Downtown Dallas. 

The Belmont Hotel, a West Dallas staple since the 1940s, is an art deco lover’s dream with its 
emphasis on horizontal lines, rounded corners and stucco façades. Check out the view from the 
hotel to see Downtown Dallas from a different perspective.  

GOOD TO KNOW 

Trinity Groves

Chicken & Bisquits at Chicken Scratch
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